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Abstract: Net Zero has the aim of achieving equality between the amount of greenhouse gas emissions
produced and the amount removed from the atmosphere. There is widespread acceptance that for
Net Zero to be achievable, chemistry, and hence catalysis, must play a major role. Most current
studies of catalysts and catalysis employ a combination of physical methods, imaging techniques and
spectroscopy to provide insight into the catalyst structure and function. One of the methods used is
neutron scattering and this is the focus of this Perspective. Here, we show how neutron methods are
being used to study reactions and processes that are directly relevant to achieving Net Zero, such as
methane reforming, Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, ammonia and methanol production and utilization,
bio-mass upgrading, fuel cells and CO2 capture and exploitation. We conclude by describing some
other areas that offer opportunities.
Keywords: catalysis; neutron scattering; Net Zero; methane reforming; Fischer–Tropsch synthesis;
ammonia; methanol; biomass; fuel cells; CO2 capture
1. Introduction
In June 2019, the UK Houses of Parliament passed legislation requiring the reduction
of the UK’s net emissions of greenhouse gases by 100% (relative to 1990 levels) by 2050 [1].
This is the ‘Net Zero’ target and requires achieving equality between the amount of green-
house gas emissions produced and the amount removed from the atmosphere. This is an
ambition that is shared by many other countries: as of 23 April 2021, 44 countries and the
European Union have pledged to meet Net Zero [2]. Together, they account for around 70%
of global CO2 emissions and GDP. There are two different routes to achieving Net Zero,
which work in tandem: reducing existing emissions and actively removing greenhouse
gases [3].
There is widespread acceptance that for Net Zero to be achievable, chemistry must by
necessity play a major role [4]. Figure 1 [5] illustrates the scale of the challenge. In 2016,
chemical manufacturing accounted for 5.8% of global greenhouse emissions. Transportation
was 16.2 %, as transport is dominated by products from the petrochemical industry, this
is also included here. Thus, in total, the chemical industry accounts for 22% of global
greenhouse emissions (10.9 billion tonnes CO2 eq.). As more than 80% of chemical processes
involve catalysis at some stage [4], it is apparent that catalysis, and the study of catalysts,
will be an important component in the successful implementation of Net Zero. It should
also be remembered that catalysis is involved in ~30% of GDP of an advanced nation [6],
such as the UK, thus there is both a moral stick and a (very large) financial carrot in play.
Catalysis is such a broad church that there is no one method that is applicable in all
circumstances. It is also complex, so most modern studies employ a combination of physical
methods [7] (e.g., elemental analysis, surface area), imaging techniques (e.g., optical,
electron, X-ray) and spectroscopy (e.g., infrared, Raman, NMR) to provide a picture of the
composition (and how it changes with time) and, hopefully, mechanism. The list is not
exhaustive, there are many other methods and techniques that are employed in particular
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circumstances. One of these is neutron scattering and this is the focus of this Perspective.
Neutron methods are currently underused in studies of catalysis and catalysts. Here, we
show how they are already being used to study reactions and processes that are directly
relevant to achieving Net Zero and indicate some other areas that offer opportunities.
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The neutron is a neutral particle with a mass almost equal to that of a hydrogen atom 
(1H = 1.0079, 1n = 1.0087 amu). Neutrons are plentiful—they comprise ~50% of terrestrial 
matter—but are very strongly held: the binding energy per neutron varies from 2–8 MeV 
[13]. While there are radioactive sources that can be configured to emit neutrons, there are 
only two methods that generate sufficient quantities of neutrons for condensed matter 
studies: nuclear fission and spallation. Research reactors use fission of 235U to produce 
neutrons. Spallation sources impact a high energy (100′s of MeV, 1 eV = 8067 cm−1) proton 
beam onto a heavy metal target (W or Hg) to generate highly excited nuclear states that 
decay by evaporation of neutrons. The neutrons produced by either technique have ~2 
MeV of energy, these are brought to useful (~1–1000 meV, i.e., a ~billion- to a million-fold 
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The neutron is a neutral particle with a mass almost equal to that of a hydrogen
atom (1H = 1.0079, 1n = 1.0087 amu). Neutrons are plentiful—they comprise ~50% of
terrestrial matter—but are very strongly held: the binding energy per neutron varies
from 2–8 MeV [13]. While there are radioactive sources that can be configured to emit
neutrons, there are only two methods that generate sufficient quantities of neutrons for
condensed matter studies: nuclear fission and spallation. Research reactors use fission
of 235U to produce neutrons. Spallation sources impact a high energy (100′s of MeV,
1 eV = 8067 cm−1) proton beam onto a heavy metal target (W or Hg) to generate highly
excited nuclear states that decay by evaporation of neutrons. The neutrons produced by
either technique have ~2 MeV of energy, these are brought to useful (~1–1000 meV, i.e., a
~billion- to a million-fold reduction in energy) by multiple inelastic collisions (moderation)
with a hydrogenous material. Reactors and spallation sources differ in two key aspects.
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Reactors are generally continuous sources, while spallation sources are generally pulsed
sources, although there are exceptions in both cases. The second aspect is that neutrons
from a research reactor are heavily moderated, so that the maximum available energy
is ~100 meV (~800 cm−1). Spallation sources are deliberately under-moderated, so as
to preserve some high neutrons and the full spectrum (1 meV to ~100 eV) of energy is
available. A list of neutron sources around the world can be found at [14]. The pre-eminent
reactor source is the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France) [15] and the leading
spallation sources are the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source (Chilton, UK) [16], the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS, Oak Ridge, USA) [17] and the Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC, Tokai, Japan) [18]. The next generation European Spallation Source
(ESS, Lund, Sweden) is currently under construction and is scheduled to begin operations
in 2023 [19].
Neutron scattering occurs between the neutron and an atomic nucleus, mediated by
the nuclear strong force. As the nucleus is only 0.1% of the diameter of the atom, to a
neutron, most of matter is empty space and consequently neutrons are highly penetrating,
several centimetres of steel or aluminium are largely transparent. This simplifies cell design
for catalyst samples.
As a neutron has mass, any scattering event always involves a change of momentum
(Q, Å−1). Depending on whether the scattering is elastic or inelastic, there may also be a
change in energy (ω, cm−1) of the neutron. The two types of scattering are complementary,
in essence, they tell you ‘where atoms are’ (elastic) and ‘how they are moving’ (inelastic).
The most familiar form of neutron scattering is probably neutron diffraction. This is carried
out on both single crystals [20] and powders [21]; for studies of catalysts, the latter is more
relevant. The neutron scattering cross section is both element and isotope dependent, it
is not strictly related to the element’s atomic number as in X-ray scattering. For neutron
diffraction of catalysts this has two major advantages: light atoms (e.g., H, Li, N, O) are
observable in the presence of heavy atoms and adjacent elements in the periodic table can
have different cross sections, so providing contrast. An area of elastic scattering that has
seen much development recently is neutron imaging [22]. Again, this is analogous to X-ray
imaging and the analysis methods, including tomographic reconstruction, are comparable.
However, the ability to image hydrogenous materials makes neutron imaging unique.
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spans an energy transfer range equivalent to the
microwave to the vacuum ultraviolet of the electromagnetic spectrum. The lowest energy
range, ~±10 meV, is the region of quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) [23]. This enables
measurement of diffusion constants and activation energies at the atomic scale, i.e., without
the complication of grain boundaries. Higher energies, 0–500 meV (0–4000 cm−1), corre-
spond to the mid-infrared part of the spectrum and this is the region of neutron vibrational
spectroscopy [12]. This probes the same phenomena as conventional infrared and Raman
spectroscopy, but the properties of the neutron mean that modes involving displacement
of hydrogen are emphasized. At the highest energies is neutron Compton scattering (deep
inelastic scattering, DINS) that directly measures atomic momentum distributions [24].
The major disadvantage of neutron scattering is that, in comparison to X-ray sources,
neutron sources are relatively weak, which means that the technique requires comparatively
large samples. Thus, for powder diffraction 0.1–1.0 g is needed, for inelastic scattering
2–20 g may be required. Measurement times per sample are in the range minutes to hours.
Neutron sources are also scarce: [14] lists a total of ~50 worldwide, but only the ILL,
ISIS, SNS and J-PARC offer a complete range of instruments for both elastic and inelas-
tic scattering. The small number of sources is undoubtedly a major contributor to the
under-use of neutron scattering for studies of catalysts. To encourage their use, all the
major facilities operate with a “free-at-the-point-of-use” system, i.e., investigators that
are awarded beam time (usually by a competitive proposal system) do not pay for the
beam time. Most facilities will also cover travel, accommodation and provide a contri-
bution to sample preparation costs for users from the country hosting the source and
affiliated partners.
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3. The Opportunities
Catalysis comes in many forms: heterogeneous [25], homogeneous [26], enzymatic [27]
and electrocatalysis [28] to name but a few. In this Perspective, we will only be considering
heterogeneous catalysis and within that area, specifically gas (or vapour) solid interactions.
Much of catalysis is the directed movement of hydrogen atoms from one molecule to
another, as neutrons excel at ‘seeing’ hydrogen, neutron scattering clearly has a role
to play. In the following sub-sections, we consider a range of industrially important
processes and reactants where neutron scattering is already being used and possible
further developments.
3.1. Hydrogen
All of the chemical processes carried out at the largest scale (ammonia production,
methanol synthesis, hydrocracking) all require hydrogen as a reactant. This is problematic:
almost all of the H2 currently produced is via the steam reforming of methane (SMR),
Equation (1). This requires high temperature (>800 ◦C) and pressure (10–40 bar), and thus
requires significant energy input and, to add insult to injury, the reaction also produces
CO2. There are attempts to make “blue” H2 by including CO2 capture in the process, but
current methods are very energy intensive [29]. The only truly “green” way to make H2 is
by water splitting, with the energy required generated by renewables or nuclear power.
There are demonstration systems that use the reaction between a high temperature metal
salt and water [30], but the most obvious way to generate H2 is by electrolysis of water [31].
Unfortunately, current electrolysers are not very efficient [32]. Thus, H2 production offers
two huge opportunities: (i) to improve the electrolysers and (ii) to make SMR “greener”
by understanding the process and hence making it more efficient and also by developing
much better methods of CO2 capture or application. The first of these is perhaps more an
electrochemistry and materials science challenge than a catalysis one, but the second is
certainly within the heterogeneous catalysis remit.
3.2. Methane Reforming
Methane reforming comes in two forms, depending on whether water (steam reform-
ing, Equation (1)) or CO2 (Equation (2)) is used as the oxidant. The CO2 emissions result
from the need to run the reaction at high temperature and pressure (14–40 bar with outlet
temperatures in the range 815 to 925 ◦C [33]) because the reaction is highly endothermic. It
is also common practice to include the water gas shift reaction (WGSR, Equation (3)) to
increase the H2 content, but this comes at the cost of additional CO2.
CH4 + H2O→ CO + 3H2 (1)
CH4 + CO2 → 2CO + 2H2 (2)
H2O + CO→ CO2 + H2 (3)
Both SMR and dry reforming use nickel supported on alumina catalysts. As the
reaction proceeds, carbon progressively builds-up on the surface and this is the major
cause of deactivation. The nature of this overlayer is poorly understood and it is not clear
whether it may have a role in the catalysis by influencing how the reactants reach the active
sites and the products depart.
SMR has not been extensively investigated by neutron scattering, the only report [34]
used INS to examine the catalyst. The major reason for the scarcity of work, is that sample
preparation is extremely demanding requiring a complex arrangement to generate steam
at the high temperature required for reaction and a special quartz reactor (because steam is
so corrosive).
In contrast, dry reforming has been studied extensively [35–39] by INS. There are two
main reasons for this: experimentally it is much easier to prepare samples [40] and the
prospect of a process that uses CO2 is very enticing. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the
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spectra in the C–H stretch region. Figure 2a,b show the results of dry reforming, the only
difference is that the α-Al2O3 support was different in both cases while (c) is the result of
SMR using the same catalyst as (b). It can be seen that the hydrocarbonaceous layer that
is generated is different in all three cases. It is important to note that the catalyst was still
functioning in all three cases when the reaction was stopped. One outcome that has been
used extensively is that it is possible to quantify the amount of hydrogen that is present on
the catalyst from the INS spectra. In combination with temperature programmed oxidation
(TPO), that provides the carbon content, it is possible to determine the C:H ratio. It is found
to be 160:1 for (a), 2550:1 for (b) and 11689:1 for (c). This demonstrates that the catalyst
is highly efficient at cycling hydrogen but much less so at cycling carbon. The work also
shows that the carbon formation, and hence the catalyst lifetime, is very dependent on
the reaction conditions. Thus, the INS spectra provide a novel way to investigate catalyst
deactivation, which could be usefully employed further in the SMR reaction but clearly
has applications in other processes where deactivation occurs by coke formation.
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3.3. Ammonia
One area that green H2 would have a massive impact on, is ammonia production.
This is largest quantity commodity chemical produced and the process accounts for several
per cent of global CO2 emissions [5]. Ammonia has potential as a fuel, as the products of
total combustion are water and N2. An economical alternative to the Haber–Bosch process
for ammonia production is a long-sought target.
The commercial process is typically conducted 773 K and pressures around 200 bar,
resulting in ammonia concentrations in the exhaust gas of up to 18 vol.% [41]. The catalyst
developed by Bosch is magnetite (Fe3O4) promoted by fusing with irreducible oxides (K2O,
Al2O3, CaO) in an oxide melt. The fused material is mechanically granulated and carefully
reduced to give the active α-Fe catalyst used industrially.
Neutron powder diffraction has been use [42,43] to investigate the phases present
in situ. The reaction was carried out usi g an N2/D2 (1:3) feed (D2 was used to reduce
the inco rent background) on a real catalyst (supplied by BASF) in a tubular fixed-bed
reactor made of a nickel alloy at 698 K and 75 bar, somewhat below the industrial conditions.
Neutron diffraction was used because it is sensitive to light elements and under the reaction
conditions, iron nitrides are expected to form. An additional advantage is that neutrons are
highly penetrating, simplifying cell design [42]. Surprisingly, nitrides were not observed
but the α-Fe peaks were anisotropically broadened compared to those of a reference iron
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sample, probably as a result of defects. It seems likely that the unexpected stability of the
α-Fe phase in the catalyst is related to these microstructural effects.
The reverse reaction, ammonia decomposition, is also of interest because of the pos-
sible use of ammonia as a fuel and, in particular, as a hydrogen storage material. Iron
powder was heated under ammonia to >400 ◦C, above which ammonia decomposition
occurs [44]. Neutron diffraction and gravimetric data were collected simultaneously and
correlated. The use of neutron diffraction allowed the parallel reactions of ammonia de-
composition and iron nitriding/denitriding to be studied under static conditions (where
the approximate gas composition can be determined from the strong incoherent neutron
scattering of hydrogen) in order to determine the conditions under which the catalyst is
iron or some form of iron nitride. Figure 3 shows the results.
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The gravimetric analysis agrees well with the Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffrac-
tion data, both of which confirm that the form of the iron catalyst (metal or nitride) is
strongly dependent on the ammonia decomposition conditions. The use of NH3, rather
than ND3, (which would normally be used for powder neutron diffraction) meant that the
incoherent scattering of the hydrogen within the gases present in the reaction chamber
could be correlated to how much ammonia had decomposed.
For both the ammonia synthesis and decomposition reactions, neutron diffraction has
much to offer as it is sensitive to the light atoms that must be present (H, N) and reaction
vessel design is relatively straightforward.
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3.4. Fischer–Tropsch Synthesis
While there is a massive push to change transport from being powered by fossil fuels
to running on electricity, there can be little doubt that some forms of transport will be using
hydrocarbon fuel for decades to come: aviation and large trucks being likely examples.
To run these modes of transport requires a greener source of fuel and Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis (FTS) can provide this [45]. The process is the reaction of CO and H2 (syngas)
to produce sulfur-free diesel, Equation (4). CO can be generated from biomass and with
green H2 the process is relatively benign. An exciting recent development is a modification
of the process that produces significant amounts of olefins (FTO) [46], Equation (5). FTO
requires the use of iron.
nCO + (2n + 1)H2 → CnH2n+2 + nH2O (4)
nCO + 2nH2 → CnH2n + nH2O (5)
Historically, unsupported iron-based catalysts have been used for the Fischer–Tropsch
process and these have been extensively studied since the process was commercialised in
the 1920′s [47]. More recently, supported cobalt catalysts have come to the fore as they are
less active for the WGSR (Equation (3)) and are well-suited to syngas derived from SMR
(Equation (1)).
A technical-grade iron-based Fischer–Tropsch catalyst [48] was taken from the Secunda
coal-to-liquids plant (Sasol Ltd., South Africa) whilst the reactor was operating under
steady-state conditions. On removal from the reactor, the catalyst retained significant
quantities of hydrocarbon product, which compromises analysis. The solid catalyst was
Soxhlet extracted in toluene for 24 h, which is expected to extract all hydrocarbon products
formed as part of the Fischer–Tropsch process. Figure 3 shows the INS spectrum.
As with methane reforming, it is apparent that under reaction conditions, a hydrocar-
bonaceous overlayer forms. This has a surprisingly well-defined spectrum, suggesting that
it is more molecular-like than amorphous carbon-like. A comparison is shown with the INS
spectrum calculated (blue trace) by density functional theory (DFT) for the model fragment
shown in the inset. This was chosen so as to have a 1:1 ratio of sp2:sp3 C–H bonds, which
can be deduced from the spectrum measured in the C–H stretch region using another
instrument. This illustrates two major advantages of INS spectroscopy for catalyst studies:
(i) relative band intensities are directly related to concentration and (ii) that generation of a
synthetic spectrum is straightforward from ab initio calculations.
The aim of an iron-based FTS plant is to produce long chain hydrocarbons, i.e., wax
that can be hydrocracked to diesel. However, in a working catalyst, this coats the catalyst
and for any neutron scattering study, the wax would completely swamp any signal from
the catalyst, hence the need to Soxhlet extract the sample used for Figure 4. For commercial
plants, typical reaction conditions are either 200–250 ◦C or 320–350 ◦C, both at ~20 bar
pressure. The pressure is essential for polymerisation of the CH2 intermediates. Running
the same reaction at 1 bar results in only methane formation, so all the products are gaseous,
but the catalyst is the same in both cases. This model reaction has been used for extensive
studies of iron-based catalysts for both FTS [49–53] and FTO [54–56].
The INS studies reported in [48–56] all concern iron-based catalysts and there is clearly
more that could be done, particularly regarding the effect of the additives that direct FTS
to FTO. The cobalt-based systems have not been investigated by neutron scattering, apart
from a study that aimed to characterise the states of adsorbed hydrogen on a range of
cobalt catalysts [57]. These are more challenging systems because the cobalt is only present
as 10–30 wt.% on an oxidic (e.g., Al2O3, SiO2, ZnO or TiO2) support [45]. Nonetheless, the
current generation of INS spectrometers are 10–100 times more sensitive than those of only
10 years ago and such systems are now tractable.
Physchem 2021, 1 102
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Figure 4. INS spectrum of a working technical-grade iron-based Fischer–Tropsch catalyst after Soxhlet extraction in toluene
(red trace) [48]. The blue trace is the INS spectrum calculated from the mixed sp2/sp3 carbon fragment shown in the inset.
The state of the catalyst under reaction conditions is controversial for both the iron
and cobalt-based systems. For iron, the working catalyst comprises a complex mixture of
iron (α-Fe), magnetite (Fe3O4), iron carbides (Hägg carbide (χ-Fe5C2), cementite (θ-Fe3C)
and the hydrocarbonaceous overlayer [45]. For cobalt, the presence, or not, of carbides and
whether the metal is present as the hcp or fcc polymorph is controversial. For both iron
and cobalt, most of the species have a light atom in the presence of a heavy atom. This
makes X-ray diffraction difficult because the scattered intensity is dominated by the heavy
atoms. In contrast, neutron diffraction is almost equally sensitive to Co (8.78 barn), Fe
(11.22 barn), C (5.52 barn) and O (4.23 barn) (coherent scattering cross section in brackets,
1 barn = 10−28 m2), thus phase identification is easier and more certain. With the added
bonus of relatively straightforward cell design, neutron diffraction has much to offer for
operando studies of Fischer–Tropsch catalysts.
3.5. Methanol
An alternative use of syngas (with added CO2) is to make methanol. Methanol is
one of the world’s largest commodity chemicals: in 2020 global methanol production was
estimated to be in excess of 100,000,000 t and demand is growing at ~5% pa [58].
Methanol syn hesis employs a Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst nd is typically carried out
at 50 bar and 523 K. The generally accepted mechanism [59] is that CO2 is adsorbed
as formate, which is then sequentially hydrogenated to adsorbed methoxy, which then
desorbs as methanol. Depending on the reaction conditions, CO may be oxidized to CO2
or hydrogenated itself. However, there are still unresolved questions as to the nature of the
active catalyst and the details of the mechanism.
To gain insight into the structure of the active catalyst, small angle neutron scatter-
ing (SANS) [60,61] and neutron powder diffraction [62–64] were utilised and to observe
surface species, INS has been used [65,66]. SANS is surprisingly rarely used for catalyst
studies, even though supported metal particles are typically in the 2–20 nm range, which
is well-suited to SANS. In this instance SANS and neutron powder diffraction of a model
Zn0.92Cu0.08O catalyst showed that on annealing in hydrogen, metallic copper precipitates
on the surface of distorted ZnO crystallites. Operando neutron powder diffraction of the
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working catalyst showed that the Cu nanoparticles are unexpectedly stable under the
reaction conditions.
Methanol is readily upgraded to a mixture of light olefins and aromatics [67] (methanol-
to-hydrocarbons, MTH). The balance between the type of product can be adjusted by the
choice of catalyst and reaction conditions, so this process provides platform chemicals
and fuel [68,69]. The reaction over H-ZSM-5 has been extensively studied by INS [70–74].
The advantage of INS for studies of microporous (zeolites, aluminophosphates (ALPOs),
siliconaluminophosphates (SAPOs)) and mesoporous (MCM-41 type) materials is that they
are almost completely transparent across the entire 0–4000 cm−1 range (the incoherent scat-
tering cross section’s of Al, Si, P, O are all <5 barn). This means that the hydrocarbonaceous
(incoherent scattering cross section of 1H = 80.2 barn) species of interest are, largely, the
only contributors to the spectra. In contrast, infrared spectroscopy struggles (at best) to
observe the diagnostic 0–2000 cm−1 range because of intense absorption by the framework
modes of the material. Figure 5 (red trace in (a) and (b)) shows what has been dubbed as
the “vibrational fingerprint of the hydrocarbon pool” because this is found under a wide
range of operating conditions [73] and feedstocks (methanol [70,71,73], dimethyl ether [75],
methyl acetate [76]). By comparison to a library [77] of compounds that may be present in
the working catalyst, the features are assigned as shown.
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Figure 5. INS spectrum of a methanol-to-hydrocarbons H-ZSM-5 catalyst after 110 h on-stream at 350 ◦C (i) compared with
the generated addition spectra (equi olar additions of model compound spectra). The colour coding highlights regions
which are characteristic the different hydrocarbons. (a) Comparison with methylated benzenes: (ii) a l of the methylat d
benzenes; (iii) methylated benzenes with more than 4 or more methyl substitutions; (iv) methylated benzenes with up to
3 methyl substitutions. (b) Comparison with polycyclic aromatic molecules: (v) all polycyclics, (vi) naphthalenes and (vii)
anthracenes. Sections (c,d) illustrate the principal contributors to the spectra: (c) methylated benzenes with ≥4 methyl
groups; (d) naphthalenes; (e) anthracenes and pyrene. Reproduced from [73] under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License, CC-BY.
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Microporous materials are ubiquitous as catalysts. They are used for fluidised catalytic
cracking, in diesel engine exhaust systems, for gas separation and as catalyst supports. The
methodology that has been developed to study the MTH process is equally applicable to
these different systems and processes.
3.6. Biomass
The chemical industry is organised around a supply of platform molecules (e.g.,
ethene, propene, butenes, benzene) that are almost exclusively derived from crude oil.
The investment in infrastructure is so vast, that this can only change on a decades-long
scale. However, by keeping the same processes (i.e., chemical plant) but by producing the
platform chemicals from biomass, the carbon footprint would be cut enormously. This is
an area of major activity and one that will only continue to grow. Catalysis is absolutely
central here: as can be seen in Figure 6 [78], the main constituents of biomass (cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin) consist of highly oxygenated, cross-linked polymers; cleaving
the polymers to industrially useful C2–C6 molecules and deoxygenating them can only be
done catalytically.
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(190 ◦C, 5 MPa H2 for 20 h). INS spectroscopy played a key role in understanding the
mechanism of the process.
Lignin valorisation is a key target for biomass utilisation. The β-O-4 linkage (red
rectangle in Figure 6) constitutes 48−60% of the total interunit linkages in lignin, as such, it
is a key target for depolymerisation of lignin. Guaiacol (2-methoxyphenol) is a commonly
used model compound for this link and its hydrodeoxygenation has been investigated
by INS and QENS spectroscopies [79]. Pillared clay-supported NiMo catalysts were used,
because bentonite clays are an abundant natural resource. The catalysts are similar to
conventional hydrodesulfurization catalysts, hence were tested in both their reduced and
sulfided forms. The sulfided catalyst displayed better activity and selectivity as compared
to the reduced catalyst, yielding phenol as the major product. QENS demonstrated that
jump diffusion of guaiacol was seen after adsorption on both the sulfided catalyst and
reference pillared clay. INS showed that there were two types of interaction of guaiacol
with the catalyst. The first is guaiacol adsorbed via various types of H-bonding interaction,
as observed in the sulfided catalyst. The second type of interaction is guaiacol adsorbed
on the surface, presumably at a Mo vacant site, by chemisorption through formation of a
methoxyphenate species.
Much of the carbon in lignin is present as arenes, Figure 6. Selective cleavage of C–C
and C–O bonds to release these as industrially desirable (and hence valuable) BTX (benzene,
toluene, xylenes) species (i.e., without hydrogenation of the aromatic ring) would be a
useful development. Precious metals (Ru, Pd, Pt) supported on Nb2O5 have been shown to
be capable of doing this and INS has been used to investigate the mechanism [80–82].
One chemical that is attracting considerable attention is γ-valerolactone (GVL), which
can be obtained from cellulose via levulinic acid [83], (Figure 7 (left)). This has potential
uses that range from biofuel to polymer precursors. One compound of particular interest is
butene, a key platform chemical. It was shown [84] that a Nb substituted ZSM-5 (Si:Al = 25,
Si:Nb = 37) zeolite was capable of 80% selectivity to butene from GVL at 320 ◦C and 1 bar.
This was only possible because the substituted zeolite had both Lewis and Brønsted sites
that could chelate the GVL. The INS spectra (Figure 7 (right)) clearly show the interaction
with the catalyst.
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Biomass conversion to platform chemicals is a very difficult problem. Optimising
the process will require the use of many techniques. The work discussed here, shows that
neutron scattering has an important part to play.
3.7. Fuel Cells
A fuel cell is an electrochemical cell that converts the chemical energy of a hydrogenous
fuel and an oxidizing agent (usually O2) into electricity via a pair of redox reactions. There
are many types of fuel cells, but they all consist of an anode, a cathode and an electrolyte
that allows ions to move between the two sides of the fuel cell. Catalysts are required for
both the anode and the cathode. There are three main types of fuel cell: (i) low temperature
(60–100 ◦C, exemplified by polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells, PEMFC [85]), (ii) in-
termediate temperature (120–500 ◦C, ITFC, exemplified by CsH2PO4 [86] and oxide proton
conductors [87]) and (iii) high temperature (800–1000 ◦C, exemplified by solid oxide fuel
cells, SOFC [88]). For conduction, low temperature cells use oxonium ions, intermediate
temperature cells use protons and high temperature cells use oxide ions.
PEMFC use Pt/C catalysts for both the hydrogen (cathode) and oxygen (anode)
splitting reactions. The adsorbed states of hydrogen on platinum have been studies by INS
for decades (e.g., [89–94]). The spectra show a remarkable degree of commonality, implying
that similar species are present, irrespective of whether the platinum is supported or not. It
was recently shown [95] that all the spectra can be assigned as a mixture of on-top, twofold
bridging and threefold bridging hydrogen in ~1:2:1 ratio.
The membrane that separates the anode and cathode in a PEMFC is a crucial com-
ponent. This is usually Nafion, a polymer consisting of a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
backbone, with perfluorinated-vinyl-polyether side chains terminating in sulfonic acid
groups. The state of water and ion transport in this have been extensively studied by
neutron techniques including INS [96], QENS [97–99] and SANS [100,101]. Particularly
notable is the development of cells that allow operando measurements of a working
PEMFC [98,99,101]. Figure 8 illustrates the experimental set-up and the results for an
operando SANS experiment.
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ITFC have been much less studied by neutron methods. The QENS and INS spectra
of the candidate materials CsH2PO4 [102,103] and CsHSO4 [104–107] have been studied.
The interest in these materials is that they undergo a phase transition at ~150 ◦C to a
superprotonic state, where the conductivity increases by five orders of magnitude. The
only report (by any method) of the observation of the key O–H stretch modes in the
superprotonic phase of CsHSO4 is by INS [107].
At somewhat higher temperatures, 200–500 ◦C, oxygen deficient ceramic oxides
such as Y doped BaCeO3 (BaCe1−xYxO3−x/2,) and In doped BaZrO3 are becoming in-
creasingly important [108]. On hydration by treatment in a humid atmosphere at ele-
vated temperatures, these become partially hydroxylated, e.g., BaZr1−xInxO3−x/2 becomes
BaZr1−xInxO3Hx. At elevated temperature, the protons are mobile and hop between
oxygen atoms by a Grotthuss-type mechanism. Neutron diffraction is especially useful
here, [109], as it enables the proton positions to be determined, e.g., [110,111]. The tech-
nique enables measurements at relevant temperatures to be made and, often, simultaneous
physical measurements, such as conductivity [112]. Polarised neutron diffraction has
potential as a means to quantify the hydrogen content in the bulk, non-destructively [113].
These materials are also ideally suited to inelastic neutron scattering as only the pro-
tons have any significant scattering cross section. Consequently, they have been extensively
investigated by QENS [114,115] (to determine diffusion constants and insights into the
proton transport mechanism) and by INS [116–120], which probes the local structure of the
hydroxyls. This may differ from the average structure determined by diffraction methods,
e.g., [121].
SOFC are ideally suited to neutron diffraction studies as the solid electrolyte consists
of a light element (O) in the presence of heavy ones (e.g., Ce, Zr, La). This is precisely where
neutron diffraction excels, as the location of the oxygen atoms (and vacancies) is crucial to
understanding the properties of the material. Measurements under realistic temperature
and gas conditions are relatively straightforward [122–124].
Fuel cells are already, and will increasingly be, an important part of the Net Zero
landscape. Catalysis plays a key role in fuel cells, especially PEMFC. Neutron scattering’s
importance as means to provide useful information about the fuel cell’s components under
relevant conditions of temperature and gas composition will only continue to grow.
3.8. CO2 Capture and Utilization
In an ideal world, human activities would not generate additional CO2 beyond what
is naturally present. In the real world this is not possible, hence the need to mitigate
production of CO2 [125,126]. CO2 production is an inevitable consequence of chemical
processes, so the next best choice is to capture the CO2 at the point of production and either
sequester it (carbon capture and storage (CCS)) or (preferably) use it [127]. Neither option
is straightforward. CO2 is non-polar and, as a consequence of it being a thermodynamic
“sink”, unreactive.
The single largest use of CO2 is in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) and enhanced gas
recovery (ERG) [128]. Here, CO2 is injected into the well to so as to “push” out more of the
hydrocarbons. This can be conducted in such a way that some of the CO2 is retained in the
well [128]. In addition to its use for ERG, injection of CO2 could also be used as a means
to stabilise methane hydrate in underground reservoirs [129,130]. This is particularly
relevant as there are concerns over rising levels of methane in the atmosphere, as methane
has 84 times the warming power of carbon dioxide over the first 20 years after it reaches
the atmosphere.
Currently, the most widely used method for capture is based on reaction with an
aqueous amine [131]. The most common is monoethanolamine to generate carbamates,
Equation (4), and bicarbonates, Equation (5):
HOCH2CH2NH2 + CO2 → (HOCH2CH2NH3)+ (HOCH2CH2NHCO2)− (6)
HOCH2CH2NH2 + CO2 + H2O→ (HOCH2CH2NH3)+ (HCO3)− (7)
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The CO2 is recovered by heating the solution to decompose the salt. The technology
is expensive and energy intensive, as much as 30% of the energy produced by a power
station can be needed for CCS. Consequently, there is intense activity to find alternatives.
Adsorption in a solid material is an attractive alternative and metal organic framework
(MOF) materials have been looked at for this purpose [132]. Neutron diffraction has been
used extensively as it enables location of the CO2 and how it is interacting with the
framework [133–137]. INS spectroscopy is able to interrogate the MOF and see the changes
in the spectra caused by the interaction with CO2, Figure 9, but as may be seen, this is
indirect because the CO2 itself is not detected. This is unfortunate and highlights the need
for further increases in sensitivity of the instrumentation.




Figure 9. (a) INS spectra for activated MOF MFM-102-NO2 and MFM-102-NO2 with CO2 loading. (b) Difference INS plot, 
derived by subtracting INS spectra for CO2-loaded MFM-102-NO2 and bare MFM-102-NO2 spectra. (Adapted from [137] 
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at present the only major chemical uses of CO2 are for urea production (via the Bosch–
Meiser process [138], Equations (8) and (9)) and for polyol synthesis [125,126]. 
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(NH2CO2)– (NH4)+ → NH2CONH2 + H2O  (9)
Urea production (mainly for fertilizer) requires an ammonia source, consequently 
urea plants are usually integrated with ammonia production. The overall process is ex-
tremely energy intensive, with ammonia production being the major source of CO2, as the 
hydrogen comes from SMR. This highlights the need for green ammonia. 
Polyols are the other major use for CO2 [139,140]. These are hydroxyl terminated pol-
ymers that can be reacted with isocyanates to make polyurethanes. Polyols can be made 
by the reaction of CO2 with propylene oxide to create polycarbonates, Figure 10a. The 
physical properties of these materials limit their application to specialty polymers. A more 
recent development is the production of poly(ether carbonates) with the use of a different 
catalyst system [141,142], Figure 10b. Life cycle analysis [143] shows that the polymers 
still generate greenhouse gas emissions, but less so than conventional routes. There is 
scope for further optimization. 
The reactions are generally carried out in the liquid phase, so there are possibilities 
to follow the reaction with total scattering neutron diffraction, as has been done for ben-
zene [144] and toluene hydrogenation [145]. 
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under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, CC-BY).
Even more challenging is t e c e ical se of CO2 [127]. Some of the possibilities have
been discussed in previous sections (dry refor ing, Section 3.2; methanol, Section 3.5) but
at present the only ajor che ical uses of CO2 are for urea production (via the Bosch–
Meiser process [138], Equations (8) and (9)) and for polyol synthesis [125,126].
2NH3 + CO2 → (NH2CO2)- (NH4)+ (8)
(NH2CO2)- (NH4)+ → NH2CONH2 + H2O (9)
Ure production (mainly for fertilizer) requires an ammonia source, consequently urea
plants are usually integrated with ammonia productio . T overall p ocess is extremely
energy intensiv , with ammonia production being the major source of CO2, as the hydrogen
comes from SMR. This highlights the need for green ammonia.
Polyols are the other major use for CO2 [139,140]. These are hydroxyl ter inated
polymers that can be reacted with isocyanates to make polyurethanes. Polyols can be made
by the reaction of CO2 with propylene oxide to create polycarbonates, Figure 10a. The
physical properties of these materials limit their application to specialty polymers. A more
recent development is the production of poly(ether carbonates) with the use of a different
catalyst system [141,142], Figure 10b. Life cycle analysis [143] shows that the polymers still
generate greenhouse gas emissions, but less so than conventional routes. There is scope for
further optimization.
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Figure 10. Polyol production from CO2 and propylene oxide. (a) Polycarbonate and (b) poly(ether carbonate). Reproduced
from [141] with permission from The Royal Society of Ch mistry.
The reactions are generally carried out in the liquid phase, so there are possibili-
ties to follow the reaction with total scattering neutron diffraction, as has been done for
benzene [144] and toluene hydrogenation [145].
3.9. Neutron Imaging
In this section, rather than a process we will consider a technique that has enormous
potential for the study of catalytic process—neutron imaging. The technique was first
emonstrated soon after the discovery of the neutron in 1932, but only in the last 20 years
has the combination of detectors and processing power be n available to make it a tech-
nique that is widely applied [146]. As with X-ray imaging, both radiography (2D) and
tomography (3D) can be carried out. As Figure 11 shows, there are many contrast mecha-
nisms available [147]. Of particular relevance to Net Zero is the ability to visualize lithium
inside working lithium-based batteries [148,149].
For studies of catalysts, it is the intense scattering by hydrogen and the high pen-
etration by neutrons that are attractive. This enables functioning devices to be studied
without having to compromise the device by the need to have windows. In this context, a
major use for neutron imaging has been visualizing water flow, and its management, inside
PEMFC [147,150–153]. By making use of the neutron wavelength-dependent transmission
of ice and liquid water it is possible to distinguish the two in situ inside a PEMFC [154].
This offers possibilities for chemically resolved spectra.
Perhaps the simplest catalytic process is the conversion of ortho- (o-H2) to para-
hydrogen (p-H2) by paramagnetic materials, usually γ-Fe2O3 [155]. This is an especially
favourable situation as o-H2 and p-H2 have very different scattering cross sections, thus
providing contrast. Figure 12 shows a series of images each recorded in only two sec-
onds [156] (a real time video is available in the Supplementary Information of [156], it is
also available at [157]). It is also possible to quantify the amount of o-H2 so the kinetics
may be followed.
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Figure 13 (top two rows) compares a series of high-resolution neutron images show-
ing water adsorption from a humidified hydrogen gas stream with that from water accu-
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catalysis takes place throughout the bead. This proceeds most efficiently when sorption 
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Figure 12. Series of 2 s neutron radiographs during the H2 loading process at 15 K: no H2 loaded (A),
adsorption onto the catalyst (B,C), filling of the rest of the container with liquid H2 (D), filled container
with change in contrast in region II because of the conversion of o-H2 to p-H2 (E,F). Reprinted with
permission from [156]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
Ex situ measurements can provide useful information about the progress of a reaction,
the pyrolysis of biomass provides an example [158]. Measurements on an automotive cat-
alytic converter monolith have allowed investigation of where the wash-coat that includes
the catalyst is deposited and how soot from the engine’s exhaust is distributed [159].
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Crucially for catalysis, neutron imaging can be carried out at real
temperatures [160–162]. The Sabatier reaction, Equation (10), typically runs at 250 ◦C
and above and is catalysed by nickel. The kinetics and yield can be improved by continu-
ously removing the water. One way to do this is by sorption in a zeolite. By creating the
nickel catalyst in the zeolite, the reaction and sorption capabilities can be closely connected.
4H2 + CO2 → 2H2O + CH4 (10)
Figure 13 (top two rows) compares a series of high-resolution neutron images showing
water adsorption from a humidified hydrogen gas stream with that from water accu-
mulation during sorption-enhanced methanation [161]. The adsorption of water from
a water-containing gas stream shows the expected shell structure, while water formed
during the reaction accumulates homogeneously inside the bead. This demonstrates that
the catalysis takes place throughout the bead. This proceeds most efficiently when sorption
occurs. This leads to a reaction front moving down the catalyst bed and this can be seen in
Figure 13 (bottom row) [160]. The catalyst can be regenerated by desorbing the water, this
occurs almost uniformly throughout the catalyst bed, in contrast to the reaction.
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diates and products from the surface takes up to one hour after switching from high pres-
sure reaction conditions to pure hydrogen at 1 bar, while the coverage is completed within 
a few minutes after switching to reaction conditions. The main desorption product is wa-
ter. Interestingly, also the methanol concentration peaks with pressure release, in contrast 
to CO, which just stops. Micro-kinetic models emphasize the stability of some intermedi-
ates (such as OH forming eventually water, also seen in ex situ studies by INS [66]) on the 
surface of the catalyst blocking adsorption sites needed for catalysis. This explains the 
initial higher production yield as well as the absence of a concentration dependence of the 
coverage: a few percent of CO2 is sufficient to produce these adsorbates covering most of 
the surface of the catalyst. 
Figure 13. Time series of high-resolution neutron images showing water adsorption from a humidified hydrogen gas stream
(top row) and water accumulation during sorption-enhanced methanation (middle row). Temperature was 225 ◦C in both
cases [153]. Bottom row left: Drawing of the reactor with dimensions, and the gas fluxes and gas analysis attached to
it. Hydrogen flux is kept constant, and during the reaction and regeneration phase the CO2 flux is switched on and off,
respectively [160]. Top two rows adapted with permission from [161]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. Bottom
row adapted from [160] with permission from The PCCP Owner Societies.
Methanol synthesis (Section 3.5) is a crucial element in Net Zero. Time dependent
measurements of a working catalyst [162], Figure 14, show that the desorption of intermedi-
ates and products from the surface takes up to one hour after switching from high pressure
reaction conditions to pure hydrogen at 1 bar, while the coverage is completed within a
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few minutes after switching to reaction conditions. The main desorption product is water.
Interestingly, also the methanol concentration peaks with pressure release, in contrast to
CO, which just stops. Micro-kinetic models emphasize the stability of some intermediates
(such as OH forming eventually water, also seen in ex situ studies by INS [66]) on the
surface of the catalyst blocking adsorption sites needed for catalysis. This explains the
initial higher production yield as well as the absence of a concentration dependence of the
coverage: a few percent of CO2 is sufficient to produce these adsorbates covering most of
the surface of the catalyst.Physchem 2021, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW  18  
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shows just how big this role could be [126]. The three largest CO2 sources: methane, 
Fischer–Tropsch fuels and dimethylether (DME, which is obtained from methanol), are all 
areas where catalysis is vital and where driving costs down is essential. In the area of CO2 
utilization, urea and polyols are already profitable (negative cost on Figure 15 but there is 
clearly scope for further use of CO2. Other possibilities include the use of photocatalysis 
[164]. This is particularly attractive because it uses light (ideally solar) as the energy 
source, reducing the need for fossil-fuel powered heating. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 
to methane and alkanes [165], to methanol [166] and (photo)electrochemical reduction to 
formic acid [127] have all been demonstrated. Nonetheless, by whatever method CO2 is 
processed, all the routes will require a catalyst in some form or another and, at some stage, 
hydrogen will be involved. As we have shown, neutrons excel at showing where the hy-
drogen is located (diffraction, imaging) and what is it doing (spectroscopy). For many 
Figure 14. Time resolved operando measurements: the neutron contrast as a parameter of the amount
of hydrogen containing adsorbates on the catalyst surface reaches steady-state rapidly after switching
from H2 to H2/CO2 mixtures as does the CO-yield. Contrarily, the methanol yield has a maximum on
the fresh sample, and the water signal slowly increases. Switching off CO2 and reducing the pressure
to ambient conditions forces desorption of intermediates and products. The immediate decrease of
the CO signal i icates that th re is only little CO adsorbed, while t e increase of methanol and water
proves that a substantial amount of methanol-relat d intermediates and the products themselves
are adsorb d as also visible by the rather slow d cay f the neutron contrast (the line is a fit to an
exponential function). Reaction conditions: P = 12 bar, T = 473 K and H2:CO2 ratio = 6:1. Reproduced
from [162] with permission from The PCCP Owner Societies.
At state-of-th -art n utron imag ng faci ities [163], time res lution on t order of
10 ms is achievable, whil 10 µm spatial resolution has been demonstrated. The spatial
and temporal resolution are much poorer than is possible with X-ray ynchrotr ns because
the brightn ss is orders-of-magnitud less. As mentioned earlier, the str ngths of neutron
imagin are the sensitivity to light elem nts (especially 1H) and the enetration of neutrons.
Images such as Figures 12 and 13 are of the “whole reactor”, so provide not only chemical
insight but also information relevant for chemical engineering. The time resolved operando
study of methanol synthesis [162] provides a clear indication of what is possible with the
technique and points the way forward.
4. Outlook
As described in the Introduction, the chemical industry accounts for about one-fifth
of global emissions [5]. To reduce this to Net Zero, catalysis must play a role. Figure 15
shows just how big this role could be [126]. The three largest CO2 sources: methane,
Fischer–Tropsch fuels and dimethylether (DME, which is obtained from methanol), are all
areas where catalysis is vital and where driving costs down is essential. In the area of CO2
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utilization, urea and polyols are already profitable (negative cost on Figure 15 but there
is clearly scope for further use of CO2. Other possibilities include the use of photocataly-
sis [164]. This is particularly attractive because it uses light (ideally solar) as the energy
source, reducing the need for fossil-fuel powered heating. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2
to methane and alkanes [165], to methanol [166] and (photo)electrochemical reduction to
formic acid [127] have all been demonstrated. Nonetheless, by whatever method CO2
is processed, all the routes will require a catalyst in some form or another and, at some
stage, hydrogen will be involved. As we have shown, neutrons excel at showing where the
hydrogen is located (diffraction, imaging) and what is it doing (spectroscopy). For many
catalytic processes neutrons are already used; the current range of applications can only
grow if Net Zero is to be achieved.
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costs indicate that the pathway is already profitable, without any incentive to utilize CO2 (such as a tax on CO2 emissions
in cases in which utilization avoids emissions, or a subsidy for CO2 removed from the atmosphere in the case in which
utilization removes CO2). Utilization estimates are based on 2050 projections. Many technologies are in the very early stages
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Asterisks denote the storage dura ion offered by each pathway: days or months (*), decades (**) and centuries r more (***).
(BECCS: Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage). Reproduced from [126] with permission of Springer Nature.
The examples described here illustrate the breadth of the a plications of neutron
scattering for the study of catalysts and catalytic processes. For studies of structure at both
the microscopic (diffraction) and macroscopic (imaging) length scales neutrons have the
advantage that they are democratic: they see most elements, more or less, equally well.
In particular, light atoms are observable, even in the presence of heavy atoms. This is in
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contrast to X-ray methods that are biased towards the higher atomic number atoms that
are present. It is often the light atoms that are of most interest; whether in catalysis (H, C,
N, O), fuel cells and batteries (H, Li, O, Na, Mg) or CCS (C, O). Inelastic neutron scattering
of catalysts and energy materials has been largely dominated by studies of hydrogenous
systems, (because of the large incoherent cross section of 1H (80.2 barn) vs. 5 or less for most
other common elements (isotopes)). Over the last 20 years or so, QENS has established itself
as the technique of choice for the determination of diffusion constants at the microscopic
scale. Advances in instrumentation mean that studies of Li, Na, Mg for battery materials
are now feasible, albeit very difficult, e.g., [167–169]. At higher energy transfer, neutron
vibrational spectroscopy offers unique advantages for studies of catalysts. Thus metals,
carbon, oxides (Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, FeOx, ZnO, CeO2 . . . ) and zeolites are all transparent
across the entire “mid-infrared” (0–4000 cm−1) region. With infrared spectroscopy, all these
have regions that are opaque because of strong absorption by the material. An area where
it is becoming increasingly apparent that INS spectroscopy can provide information that is
not accessible by any other means is the nature of the species present on, or in, deactivated
catalysts [48,73].
As noted earlier, neutrons are a scarce resource [14], worldwide there are only
~50 neutron scattering facilities and only four of these: ISIS [16], the ILL [15], SNS [17] and
J-PARC [18], have a large suite of cutting-edge instruments. For neutron scattering to play
a larger role in achieving Net Zero, continued investment in neutron facilities is essential.
This is required at all cost levels, from the development of new sample environment equip-
ment that enables reactions to be studied operando at relevant temperatures and pressures
(e.g., the neutron diffraction studies of the ammonia [42,43] and of the methanol [62,63]
synthesis catalysts), through upgraded (TOSCA at ISIS shows what is possible [170]) or new
instruments (e.g., imaging [147]) through to new facilities, such as the European Spallation
Source [19] with its suite of instruments [171], many of which are relevant to catalysis, to
next generation sources such as ISIS-II [172].
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